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Traditionally, 'epistemic logic' has been a specialized area of general modal logic devoted to the epistemic modalities and their interaction with quantification, predication and identity. In this brief Note, we shall step back and see which broader forms of epistemic semantics exist, and discuss how they affect traditional concerns of the field.

1 Standard Epistemic Logic

Traditional epistemic logic started largely with the pioneering classic Hintikka 1962, which presented modal logics for the notions of a person knowing and believing a proposition, based upon standard possible worlds semantics with an accessibility relation of 'epistemic indistinguishability'. Roughly speaking, I know a proposition if that proposition holds in all worlds which I cannot distinguish from my current one, that is, if it holds across my whole 'range of uncertainty'. Different epistemic attitudes may then vary in the extent of that semantic range, or in the requirements imposed upon it. In a subsequent series of papers, Hintikka also developed an epistemic predicate logic, dealing with issues of individual identity across epistemic worlds and the interplay of knowledge and ('de re' versus 'de dicto') quantification. No extensive mathematical theory developed around this initial focus – the technical monograph Lenzen 1980 is a respectable exception – but the paradigm did find a number of active areas of application in the eighties, especially in computer science with the work of Joe Halpern and his colleagues at IBM San José, and in Artificial Intelligence by Bob Moore and some colleagues at SRI, Menlo Park. What the computational connection added, in particular, was a more concrete view of epistemic models derived from computational protocols or processes, where agents are well-defined and philosophical questions concerning the intentionality of human cognition can be safely side-stepped.
Notions which then came to the fore were 'autoepistemics', concerning the equilibrium states that an agent can achieve in non-monotonic default reasoning (Moore 1987), and also various forms of collective epistemics expressed in the interplay of operators $K_a B$ ('agent a knows that B') for various agents a, as well as 'common knowledge' for groups of agents (Halpern & Moses 1990). Moreover, these epistemic concerns were embedded in a larger environment of communication and physical action. As a result, there is now a flourishing community around the so-called TARK Conferences (cf. Halpern, ed., 1986, Vardi, ed., 1988 and subsequent volumes), which brings together philosophers, mathematicians, computer scientists, economists and linguists. In what follows, we shall take the basic core of epistemic logic for granted, while making only occasional reference to its computationally inspired extensions.

2 Implicit versus Explicit Epistemics

The above enterprise of epistemic logic has not been without its critics. In fact, many people have regarded it as a typical form of 'shallow analysis', describing epistemics by merely imposing some modal superstructure on top of an ordinary classical semantics, rather than reanalyzing the latter in depth. To introduce a distinction, the Hintikka-Halpern paradigm is one of 'extrinsic epistemics', which does not affect standard classical semantics, witness its key truth definition stating that, in any model, 

"$K_a B$ is true at a world $w$ iff $B$ is true at all worlds $v$ that are $R_a$-related to $w$".

By contrast, a more radical 'intrinsic epistemics' would not take classical semantics for granted, and reanalyze the whole notion of truth in the light of epistemic considerations. The most prominent historical instance of such a radical enterprise is of course intuitionistic logic, where 'truth' recedes as the central logical notion in favour of 'provability' or 'assertability'. Thus, its guiding philosophy has been epistemically oriented from the start. (Compare the constructive theories of meaning based upon the 'Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogoroff interpretation' that are surveyed in Troelstra & van Dalen 1988.) To be sure, intuitionistic logic, too, has its Kripke-style possible worlds semantics, but with an entirely different flavour. Worlds stand for information states, accessibility encodes possible informational growth, and truth at a world corresponds intuitively to epistemic 'forcing' by the available evidence there. Thus, the basic logical operations themselves become 'epistemically loaded'. But then, given an epistemic reinterpretation of what logic and semantics is about, where is the need for any separate 'epistemic logic'?

It is not so easy to adjudicate this debate. Certainly, the intuitionistic approach has generated more interesting mathematical theory, while also being more influential in philosophical and computational circles. But there are many different causes for this
course of events, not all of them having to do with the relative merits of implicit versus explicit epistemics. Moreover, as a matter of fact, there are also some advantages to the extrinsic approach. For instance, it can incorporate whatever sound analysis is provided in a classical semantics for a certain kind of propositions, without having to worry about philosophical compatibilité d'humeurs. By contrast, more intuitionistic proof-theoretic approaches have had difficulties making sense of logical operators such as generalized quantifiers that have perfectly straightforward model-theoretic explications. (But cf. van Lambalgen 1991 for a fresh start.) Moreover, the very explicitness of Hintikka's approach has encouraged an active search for new epistemic operators, such as the above ones referring to knowledge of multiple agents or groups which have no counterpart in intuitionistic logic. Even though mathematics is a social activity, too, where insights may depend essentially on cooperation of rational agents, the implicit intuitionist stance has not been very conducive so far to bringing this out formally.

Finally, the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic epistemics is an 'intensional' one, which may be undercut at a more formal level of analysis. For instance, the well-known Gödel translation embeds intuitionistic logic faithfully into S4, the logic of choice for much of epistemic logic, thereby making it a kind of 'forward persistent' part of the latter approach. (Van Benthem 1990 provides further formal detail here. Incidentally, no converse embedding seems to work.) In this line, the explicit 'epistemic mathematics' of Shapiro 1985 may also be viewed as a natural extension of intrinsic intuitionistic mathematics. Conversely, the analyses of 'common knowledge' put forward in Barwise 1988 seem more 'intrinsic' analyses of this phenomenon, changing the underlying classical model theory to a form of information-oriented situation semantics. Generally speaking, then, there seems no problem of principle in combining both the agenda and the technical apparatus of intrinsic and extrinsic approaches to epistemic logic.

3 Information-Based Semantics

In recent years, the 'intrinsic' approach has gained ground in various new guises. Current semantics for natural languages and computation shows a trend away from truth conditions and correspondence with the world outside to explaining propositions in terms of their role in information processing over models that are now viewed as 'information structures'. Here, the classical turn-stile becomes a notion of 'forcing' for statements by the available information. Examples of this trend are data semantics (Veltman 1985), various forms of partial modal logic (Thijsse 1992), constructive semantics in the style of Nelson (Jaspers 1993) or substructural semantics for relevant or categorial logics (van Benthem 1991, Wansing 1993). This development can be seen
as epistemic logic in a broader sense, since much of cognition can in fact be subsumed under the heading of information processing. What this new phase adds, however, is an explicit concern with the nature of information states and possible updates over these effected by successive propositions. Much is still unclear at this stage, witness the persistent debate between 'eliminative' accounts of information processing (which proceed via successive elimination of epistemic possibilities) and 'constructive' ones (which build ever larger representation structures). Either way, these concerns do seem a natural addition to the foundations of epistemic logic.

Moreover, one clear trend can be observed which does not depend on the exact nature of epistemic states. Current information-oriented modellings suggest a richer and more systematic design of important epistemic operators. This phenomenon is illustrated by the basic case of Kripke models themselves. Initially, these were designed to model a particular epistemic language, whose operators were given independently. But then, one can also reverse the perspective and ask, given such models for information structure, which epistemic languages would best bring out their semantic potential, thereby redesigning the original language. For instance, as in temporal logic, there are two natural directions in the growth ordering of information states, both backward and forward. Knowledge may be mostly concerned with epistemic 'advance', but it has to do also with epistemic 'retreat', in contraction or revision of our information (cf. the symmetric theory of updates and contractions in Gärdenfors 1988). Thus, a more adequate epistemic logic should also incorporate operators reflecting these additional directions and their interplay, with 'forward knowledge' referring upward to all possible extensions of the current state, and 'backward knowledge' referring to the epistemic past. Their interplay will then generate different routes for epistemic revision ('if A had been found, then ...'). Van Benthem 1990 explores the resulting hierarchy of operators over information models, using a framework of enriched modal logics. In particular, a next natural stage of epistemic expressiveness would involve operators reflecting the addition of information pieces (i.e., suprema in the ordering of possible growth) as well as their downward counterparts (i.e., their infima). For instance, the binary epistemic modality \( \phi + \psi \) would hold at those states which are the sum of a state verifying \( \phi \) and a state verifying \( \psi \). These will allow us, e.g., to refer to logical features of composite knowledge arising from the combination of various sources.

Of course, by this time, one will have left the traditional areas of the Theory of Knowledge which inspired Hintikka's initial enterprise. But that might also be considered a virtue, and one could certainly translate many of the newer technicalities back into genuine philosophical issues that might revitalize the somewhat fossilized agenda found in most philosophical textbooks.
The above type of enrichment may be seen as an extension of the modal viewpoint on epistemics, with a reinterpretation of its models in a Kripke-style intuitionistic spirit. But there is more to be learnt from a confrontation of extrinsic and intrinsic approaches. One conspicuous feature of contemporary intuitionistic logic and mathematics has been the development of type theories whose proof format rests essentially on binary assertions of the form $\pi : A$, meaning that function $\pi$ is of type $A$, or that proof $\pi$ establishes proposition $A$. Proof rules in the usual constructivist interpretation then typically build up compound conclusions in both components, witness a case like

$$\pi_1 : A \quad \pi_2 : B$$

$$\frac{}{\pi_1, \pi_2 : A \& B}$$

$$\pi_1 : A \rightarrow B \quad \pi_2 : A$$

$$\frac{}{\pi_1(\pi_2) : B}$$

Note how both assertions and their justifications are affected here. This binary logical format is gaining popularity these days for its greater perspicuity in bringing out combination of linguistic propositions plus their underlying manifestations or justifications, where the latter need not always be explicitly linguistically encoded. This makes sense in mathematics and computation (cf. Barendregt 1993), but also more broadly in linguistics and Artificial Intelligence, witness the new research program of 'labeled deductive systems' put forward in Gabbay 1993.

Now here too, there is a very attractive move for epistemic logic. Much of the classical theory of knowledge and its initial logical formalizations seems hampered by the absence of any systematic way of bringing out the justifications underlying our knowledge as first-class citizens. Put somewhat formally, saying that someone knows a proposition is an existential quantification stating that she has a justification for that proposition. But by keeping those justifications hidden in our logical framework, we create both technical and conceptual difficulties. For instance, much of Hintikka's own work on the Kantian notion of analyticity (cf. Hintikka 1973) has to wrestle with the fact that with Kant, 'analyticity' is a qualification of reasons or justifications as much as of statements, which makes its projection into standard logical systems somewhat problematic. An even more striking example is the so-called 'Problem of Omniscience', where knowledge of a proposition entails knowledge of all its logical consequences. This problem is highlighted in the standard epistemic Distribution Axiom $K(A \rightarrow B) \rightarrow (KA \rightarrow KB)$. By contrast, in the above binary format, this problem would not arise in the first place, because any logical inference will come with an explicit cost record in terms of a more complex justification. To see this, compare the above distribution principle with the corresponding binary type-theoretic inference from the two premises.
\( \pi_1 : A \rightarrow B \) and \( \pi_2 : A \) to the conclusion \( \pi_1(\pi_2) : B \). Of course, one further question here is what systematic type-theoretic calculus will support explicit epistemic operators. There are various options to this effect, such as the following two introduction rules for epistemic operators:

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi : A & \quad \pi : A \\
\text{("forgets"')} & \quad \text{("reminiscent"')} \\
\vdash KA & \quad * (\pi) : KA
\end{align*}
\]

For a more elaborate system of this kind, cf. the modal type theories in Borghuis 1993. (E.g., deriving the above epistemic distribution axiom will also involve suitable elimination rules for the K-operator.) The conceptual task remains to set up a complete plausible base theory for epistemic logic with an explicit calculus of justifications.

5 Cognitive Action

When model-theoretic semantics is reinterpreted as a theory of information structures, one further move becomes quite natural. Justifications and revisions are really examples of cognitive actions – and it would be quite appropriate then to embed our epistemic logic into an explicit dynamic logic. This move is in fact foreshadowed in the earlier-mentioned computational tradition in epistemic logic (cf. Moore 1984). For instance, the above binary schema \( \pi : A \) has one further useful interpretation, stating that "program or action \( \pi \) achieves an effect described by proposition \( A \)". Examples of relevant cognitive actions are the earlier-mentioned 'updates' or 'contractions', but one can also think of a much richer repertoire of 'testing', 'querying', etcetera. Moreover, on top of this basic repertoire, one can describe complex cognitive actions or plans via the usual programming operations, such as sequential or parallel composition and choice. Evidently, human cognitive plans have compound structures not unlike those found in computer programs. The precise extent of this analogy is an interesting issue by itself. For instance, can cognitive plans also display more infinitary structures like recursion?

Stated in this way, we need a two-level system for combining epistemic statements with 'cognitive programs'. One possible logical architecture here is the 'dynamic modal logic' of van Benthem 1993, which has a relational repertoire of actions over information models interacting with a standard modal logic. Typical assertions in such a formalism will be a dynamic modality \( [\pi] A \), stating that "action \( \pi \) always achieves effect \( A \)", (compare the above binary schema), or modal iterations like \( [\pi_1] [\pi_2] A \) stating that "action \( \pi_1 \) 'enables' action \( \pi_2 \) to achieve effect \( A \)". The model theory and proof theory of this system are well-understood (cf. Harel 1984, de Rijke 1992). Moreover, its expressive power subsumes at least the better-known theory of belief revision in
Gärdenfors 1988. But dynamic modal logic also supports more radical deviations from classical logic. For instance, van Bentham 1993 considers 'dynamic styles of inference' from premises \( \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_n \) to conclusions \( C \) based on the idea that propositions are cognitive actions which are being processed in reasoning. Various options to this effect may be expressed in the above terms. For instance, one plausible dynamic style would state that 'sequential processing of the premises is a way of getting the conclusion', which may be expressed by the modal formula \( [\pi_1] \ldots [\pi_n] C \). Another typical dynamic style would rather state that 'processing the premises is a way of doing the conclusion'—which involves a stronger modal apparatus than that of standard dynamic logic (cf. Kanazawa 1993.)

6 Combinations and Conclusions

The above Sections point at various attractive enrichments of standard epistemic logic. Putting all of these ideas together, however, raises some obvious further issues. For instance, which logical architecture would most naturally combine statements, justifications and actions? A type-theoretic approach looks promising here. For instance, one of its key statements might be of the form \( \pi : A \rightarrow B \), expressing that action \( \pi \) will always lead from states satisfying precondition \( A \) to states satisfying postcondition \( B \). In such a format, one might describe the behaviour of compound cognitive actions or plans, mentioned in the above, with rules like the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_1 &: A \rightarrow B \\
\pi_2 &: B \rightarrow C \\
\pi_1 \odot \pi_2 &: A \rightarrow C
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_1 &: A \rightarrow B \\
\pi_2 &: A \rightarrow B \\
\pi_1 \cup \pi_2 &: A \rightarrow B
\end{align*}
\]

Nevertheless, even this kind of generalization will still fail to capture some further essentials of cognition. First, we need logical systems that lift all of the above to many-person settings, which allow, amongst others, for updating common knowledge of groups via various acts of communication (cf. Jaspars 1993). But also, we would eventually need a theory of 'synchronization' between internal cognitive actions and external physical actions which change the world.

Even with all these open ends, our conclusions concerning epistemic logic will be clear. We would recommend expansion beyond Hintikka's original modal statement format, thereby effecting a junction with a much larger logical environment of epistemic import. Moreover, we think the effort would be well worth-while to systematically rethink much of traditional philosophical epistemology in this broader light.
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I Contents and Wrappings

Any description of a subject carries its own price in terms of complexity. To understand what is being described, one has to understand the mechanism of the language or logic employed, adding the complexity of the encoder to the subject matter being encoded. Put more succinctly, "complexity is a package of subject matter plus analytic tools". This price is inevitable, and scientific or common sense insight does result all the same. Nevertheless, there is also a persistent feeling that one should never pay more than is necessary. Aristotle already formulated the necessary intellectual 'lightness' as follows. "It is the hall-mark of a scientific mind to give a subject no more formal structure than it can support" (as paraphrased in Kneale & Kneale 1961). Critics of formal logic would certainly agree with this dictum, and they have pointed at many cases in philosophy, linguistics, computer science and even the foundations of mathematics where general mathematical sophistication or just essayistic common sense is the more appropriate road towards insight than elaborate logical formal systems. But also inside formal logic, this question seems a legitimate concern. Are our standard modelings really appropriate for certain phenomena of reasoning, and are the received conclusions that we draw about complexity of phenomena in our field (using qualifications like 'undecidable' or 'higher-order') warranted, or rather an artefact of those modelings? More disturbingly, could it be that much of the respectable literature in our journals, which aims at proving difficult theorems as a sign of the academic 'worthiness' of a topic, mostly derives its continuity from the fact that one encounters the same issues over and over again, precisely because they derive from the formalisms employed, not from the subject matter at hand? I think these are serious questions, that deserve constant attention. Of course, many logicians do care for these, either implicitly or explicitly – but it will do no harm to keep them high on the agenda by means of some occasional extra advertisement.
But then, of course, the question arises how one can distinguish the two sources of complexity in specific cases. Often, one has a suspicion that received views as to what is difficult in some form of reasoning or computation and what is not, might be challenged, but how to separate the two components? There may not be any systematic method of separation here – but there is certainly a roundabout answer in the practice of our field, which tends to generate scores of alternative formal modellings. Thus, the role of the wrappings becomes visible indirectly, by comparison with alternatives (e.g., think of set-theoretic versus algebraic or category-theoretical formulations of the same problem). In other words, although formal logical modellings may be part of the complexity problem themselves, logicians mitigate this drawback by producing so many of them!

There is room for more detailed analysis here, by considering more concrete examples. Received views on complexity in formal semantics often come in the form of warnings concerning certain dangerous 'thresholds' where complexity is generated or increased. For instance, one well-known danger zone is the transition from finite to infinite structures, and another that from first-order to higher-order objects. These moves often produce undecidability or even non-axiomatizability in the description of computational or linguistic phenomena. For instance, in the semantics of programming languages, undecidability may arise through the introduction of infinitary structures for iteration or recursion (Harel 1984, Goldblatt 1987). Likewise, temporal semantics for concurrency usually employ higher-order logics of temporal branches or histories, which involve quantification over sets (Burgess 1984, Stirling 1990). In the semantics of natural languages, similar thresholds arise. For instance, many quantificational phenomena are generally considered to be essentially second-order – such as linguistic 'branching quantifiers' which involve parallel rather than serial processing, with corresponding non-linear quantifier prefixes going beyond first-order logic (cf. Barwise 1979). Other sources of higher-orderness are traditionally located in the semantics of plural quantification (cf. van der Does 1992). Undecidability has also been claimed for variable binding phenomena in natural language anaphora (cf. Hintikka 1979 on the so-called "Any-Thesis"). Finally, new thresholds of complexity have emerged in Artificial Intelligence, with corresponding forms of 'received wisdom'. Notably, non-monotonic reasoning mechanisms, such as 'circumscription', are usually considered to be essentially higher-order and highly complex in general (McCarthy 1980) – and indeed, the same seems to hold, perhaps disturbingly, for any meaningful human cognitive task (cf. Kugel 1986).
Do these views square with the intuitive expectations that one might have on the basis of a plausible initial estimate of the intrinsic complexity of a subject, prior to its formalization? Not always. And in general, it is hard to make uniform predictions here. Sometimes, formal analysis does confirm our intuitive hopes or suspicions concerning complexity of a phenomenon, witness the complexity theory of logical formalisms (cf. Spaan 1993). But at other times, plausible expectations may turn out to be wrong, and we stand corrected by the formal analysis. A well-known historical instance is the undecidability of predicate logic, understandable eventually via Gödel's and Church's arguments, which clashed with a dominant tradition of searching for decision procedures in the logical literature. Moreover, there do not seem to be infallible rules for keeping complexity down by simply avoiding the above danger zones. For instance, a blanket restriction to finite models has been advocated in natural language semantics as a way of keeping complexity down (cf. van Benthem 1986). But this same restriction may also make many results harder to obtain (if available at all), witness the additional complexities of 'finite model theory' over general model theory found in Gurevich 1985. Likewise, the use of infinitary logics does increase complexity in some ways, but it also decreases complexity in other ways, witness the discovery of smooth infinitary axiomatizations for various programming logics (Goldblatt 1983), which can be more perspicuous than their first-order counterparts. Let us now turn to some specific cases where influential styles of modeling have supported well-known received views on complexity. These will provide more specific points for our subsequent discussion.

II From Higher-Order to First-Order

There are many cases in semantics where higher-order modelling is thought appropriate and inevitable, even though it brings the cost of employing a formal system whose logical validities are non-axiomatizable (and indeed non-arithmetic defensible). Pointing at these dangers is indeed one of the well-known social bonding procedures in our community, where collective shudders run through lecture halls at the mention of this Evil One. Nevertheless, upon closer inspection, in all these cases, an important distinction should be made. It is one thing to employ a higher-order language, referring to non-first-order individuals such as sets, choice functions or branches – but quite another to insist that this language should have full set-theoretic standard models, making it behave in the above-mentioned fashion. For, insisting on the latter expresses an additional commitment: namely that we want to use one particular mathematical implementation of our formalism, whose complexities will tend to 'pollute', naturally, the validities of our logic which was designed to mirror the core phenomenon.
There is an insidious term in the practice of our field, which confuses the issue, namely the often praised "concreteness" of set-theoretic models. What this merely means is that we insist on using one particular well-known abstract mathematical structure as the wrappings of our theory: not that other mathematical modelings would be less concrete. For instance, is a set-theoretic model really 'more concrete' than an algebraic structure or a geometrical picture? Intuitively, in the latter case, the opposite would seem to be true. Moreover, the specificity of a mathematical structure may be the very source of complexity indicated above. Thus, there are reasons for preferring a more neutral stance. Another insidious groove of thought here is the 'separation of concerns' favoured by many authors proposing semantic innovations. They prefer not to raise too many issues at once, and therefore choose "standard set-theoretic modelling" as their working theory. (Cf. the dominant style of presentation in current 'dynamic semantics', cf. Kamp 1984, Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991, Veltman 1991). And of course, this is an excellent research strategy. But in fact, as we shall see below, working with this standard background may not always be an orthogonal decision. It can even be detrimental to the new proposals, as it may involve them in the hereditary sins, complexity-wise, of the old paradigms – precisely when dynamic semantics is partly inspired by the need to provide some cognitive relief from these.

In the case of higher-order logic, a more neutral perspective has been around for a long time, with so-called 'general models' for higher-order languages allowing in general just restricted ranges for set quantification (Henkin 1950). Here, standard models are the limiting case where all mathematically possible sets or predicates have to be present – whether needed or not for the phenomenon under study. This broadening of the model class reinstates the usual properties of first-order logic, but it would be misleading to view it as just an opportunistic tactic. More importantly, on this view, higher-order logic becomes a many-sorted first-order logic treating, amongst others, individuals, sets and predicates on a par (cf. Enderton 1972). This move has a good deal of independent philosophical justification, witness the 'property theories' advocated in Bealer 1982, Turner 1989. Indeed, we achieve a moral rarity, being a combination of philosophical virtue with computational advantage, in trading set-theoretic complexity for new sorts of individuals. Even so, this move has always carried a stigma of ad-hocness, and one common complaint is its lack of canonicity. No unique behaviour is specified for the sort of sets, so that the resulting 'logic' is subject to intensive manipulation. In other words, this solution is 'too easy' – again, one of the harmless shibboleths of the field around which we celebrate our professional consensus. But is it really? Considered from another angle, general models do just the right thing. First,
they radically block the importation of extraneous set-theoretic truths, letting the subject being described stand out. Next, they force us to replace Platonic complacency by honest work. If we want to add an explicit new sort of objects ('sets', 'predicates' or whatever), then it should indeed be our task to analyze those principles about these objects that are germane to our subject, and formulate them explicitly. Just what about the behaviour of 'sets' is relevant to programming semantics, or to natural language?

By answering questions like this, one often arrives at some compromise. The usual semantic restriction to standard set-theoretic models is too complex, and unilluminating – whereas a liberalization to all general models is too weak, and unilluminating for the opposite reason. But after some hard work, we may arrive at an appropriate model class somewhere in between. Examples of this style of analysis may be found everywhere, once one perceives matters in this light. For instance, second-order semantics with quantification over branches of some sort may always be replaced by many-sorted theories of suitable 'individuals' (points in time, states, etc.) and 'branches' or 'paths', where one now has to study the key principles concerning branches as well as their interaction with the individuals occurring on them. E.g., Stirling 1989 identifies various interesting modal-temporal second-order principles – such as 'fusion closure' stating that, for any state occurring in two histories, its past in the one and its future in the other may be glued together so as to form a new history. Likewise, in branching temporal logic, second-order axioms of choice have been invoked to support 'confluence principles' stating when two points on different histories may come together in some common future by suitable further histories (De Bakker, de Roever & Rozenberg 1989). But, such principles are better viewed as geometrical conditions on the availability of branches in two-sorted first-order models, on a par with standard geometrical axioms concerning points and lines. This is at least as good mathematics as set theory. After all, standard axiomatizations of geometry use 'points', 'lines', 'planes' on a par, rather than construing the latter outlandishly as point sets. For a final example, consider two closely related semantics for intuitionistic logic. 'Kripke models' are first-order, with truth conditions referring only to possible worlds and accessibility, whereas 'Beth models' are second-order, involving also branches (Troelstra & van Dalen 1988). For instance, Beth's truth clause for a disjunction A-or-B says that there exists some barrier of states across all possible future histories such that each state on the barrier verifies either A or B. But again, the latter models can be reformulated by viewing worlds and branches on a par, and analyzing what (little) explicit theory about branches – rather than some Platonic oracle about sets – is needed to explain validity for
intuitionistic logic. (The Appendix to Rodenburg 1986 contains a first exploration of
the resulting two-sorted model theory, including the interaction of states and branches.)

The above task of localizing key principles on many-sorted models may be made more
concrete and systematic by employing the tools of Correspondence Theory (cf. van
Benthem 1984, 1985). Let us demonstrate this approach for the case of temporal logic.
There are two complementary ways of arriving at our desired concrete 'branch theory'.
The first involves general reflection on 'branches', sorting out general logical principles
governing these from more extravagant mathematical existence claims. The other
approach takes the kind of temporal reasoning that is to be analyzed as a guide-line,
looking for 'correspondences' between its intended principles and assumptions about
branches. This interplay is well-documented for pure temporal logic (cf. van Benthem
1983). Here is a simple example in the branching semantics. Some forms of temporal
reasoning allow a quantifier shift between 'future possibility' and 'possible futurity'.
This will correspond to a simply computable condition on the pattern of states and
branches: namely that time-travel along my current history and then switching to
another future history may also be performed by first switching to another history and
then traveling into its future. Correspondence Theory has only been investigated very
systematically in Modal Logic, but in principle, this style of analysis is available
everywhere – witness the powerful extensions presented in Venema 1991, De Rijke
1993. (Admittedly, there is still a subtle issue of methodological consistency here.
Correspondence analysis in its usual format itself involves computation in higher-order
logic! One line to take here might be to say that we are merely using this technique as a
semantic heuristic, and that 'defeating second-order logic from within' is an elegant
philosophical stratagem. The more sober line would note that many of the relevant
insights would in fact also be forthcoming on suitable general frames.)

Clearly, not every principle that comes up in the above way should be taken for
granted. Some correspondences for putative principles of temporal reasoning may turn
up clear general desiderata on two-sorted point-branch models, such as linearity for
branches, or unicity of their initial points. Others may turn up interesting but only
negotiable options. For instance, more complex modal-temporal quantifier shifts in
temporal reasoning turn out to correspond to axioms of choice, reflecting a certain
'fullness' of state-branch models. No very clear demarcation line exists between the first
case and the second – although there have been some systematic proposals. For
instance, if genuine logical principles should be entirely free from existential import
(cf. Etchemendy 1990), then a case can be made for admitting just the purely universal
first-order requirements arising in a correspondence analysis as genuine core conditions on our semantics, relegating all conditions with existential import to some negotiable mathematical part. (Van Benthem 1983 even defends the further restriction to mere universal Horn clauses, viewing propositional disjunctions as existential too.)

Despite the methodology advocated here, there is no general presumption that any reasonable new semantics will or should be simple, or even first-order. For instance, it might well be that in many computational applications, temporal branches should be \textit{finite} (a non-first-order condition). But also, in the opposite direction, it has been argued with some force that the essential control structures for programming ought to be \textit{infinitary}, and hence non-first-order (Goldblatt 1983). Either way, the emergence of such discussions does not count against our broader framework: it rather speaks for its fruitfulness. Whether computation hinges essentially on finiteness for its 'traces' or its control structures is a substantive issue, which should be on the agenda explicitly, and not prejudged in the use of 'concrete standard modeling'.

All these points may also be demonstrated for the case of natural language. Consider the following linguistic phenomenon mentioned earlier on. From the start (cf. Hintikka 1979), 'branching quantification' has been considered a typical example of a second-order semantic mechanism, requiring quantification over Skolem functions not represented by ordinary first-order linear quantifier prefixes. To be sure, there is still some opposition to this linguistic claim, and first-order guerrilleros are still active. But, even granting the move toward using non-linearly orderable Skolem functions here, all that is shown by its proponents is that we need to consider a certain family of \textit{relevant} 'choice functions' explicitly among our semantic individuals – not necessarily the whole mathematical space (containing lots of linguistically irrelevant items). Moreover, we can even defend this move on the basis of independent linguistic evidence. For instance, so-called 'functional answers' to questions ("Whom does every man love? His mother.") suggest that we need more abstract 'functional objects' as citizens in our semantic world. But even then, the real issue remains how many of these choice functions are required to explain natural language branching patterns, satisfying which combinatorial constraints. More generally, this point applies to more general linguistic \textit{'polyadic quantification'} (van Benthem 1989, Keenan and Westerståhl 1993), whose higher-orderness has been taken for granted so far. The complexity of the set-theoretic denotations arising here might also point at constraints on some family of 'available' predicates and functions. Likewise, considerations of this kind apply to several current discussions of complexity in Artificial Intelligence. For instance, the above-mentioned
method of 'circumscription' might just employ minimization in general models, performed with respect to some family of 'relevant predicates' — say, those that are explicitly represented in our computational environment. (Morreau 1985 investigates the resulting two-sorted first-order model theory, and shows how it can deal with many of the non-monotonic reasoning patterns that originally motivated circumscription.)

Finally, it should be emphasized that not all broader semantic spaces can or should arise from the above 'general model' strategy. What the latter provides is one systematic way of stepping back and rethinking the semantic issues. Without independent semantic evidence for its outcomes, however (as in the preceding linguistic example), the resulting many-sorted model might remain an ad-hoc theoretical curiosity. And in fact, eventually, one may come to prefer some alternative modelling altogether. A general illustration of this freedom is the ubiquitous switch found in mathematics between algebraic and geometric viewpoints — and a more specific one, the emergence of some recent analyses of branching quantification in natural language that employ a different circle of ideas concerning 'groups' and collective predication (cf. Landman 1989, Hoeksema 1983, van der Does 1992).

Summing up, changing to broader first-order model classes is not an ad-hoc move of desperation or laziness in taming complexity. It rather represents a more finely-tuned style of analysis, forcing us to do our conceptual homework, and eventually — another potential benefit — suggesting new applications beyond the original field, precisely because of the available new semantic models. Moreover, this is not a risky new-fangled approach of uncertain prospects. For, when all is said and done, this move is precisely what abstract mathematical analysis has always been about.

III From First-Order to Decidable

The preceding move from higher-order to first-order logic brings a clear gain in complexity. But how satisfactory is the latter system as a universal semantic medium? Although effectively axiomatizable, predicate logic is undecidable — and again, this feature may import external complexity into the description of subjects whose 'natural complexity' would be decidable. One factor responsible for this situation, as was observed above, is the lure of 'concrete set-theoretic models'. We all think of standard Tarskian models as the essence of concreteness and simplicity (although there has been some underground opposition from the earlier-mentioned 'property theorists' — cf. also Zalta 1993). But here again, are we perhaps still importing extraneous set theory, which
might account for the undecidability of our logic? For instance, working logicians in linguistics or computer science often have a gut feeling that the styles of reasoning they are analyzing are largely decidable (cf. the percentual estimate given in Bacon 1985, or the analysis of 'natural logic' in Sanchez Valencia 1991), but it is hard to give any mathematical underpinning to these working intuitions.

So, could there be well-motivated decidable versions of predicate logic, arising from giving up certain standard semantic prejudices? As it happens, there are even several such roads towards decidability. A traditional one would be to work only with restricted fragments of predicate logic (monadic, universal or otherwise, as is treated in many standard text books), while a very modern route is provided by recent linear logics of occurrences (Girard 1987, van Benthem 1991). But indeed, here too, a very general standard strategy exists for broadening our model class. There is a whole mathematical spectrum running from concrete set-theoretic models for predicate logic to abstract algebraic ones. In fact, this is precisely the domain of algebraic logic, which has produced a good deal of information concerning these very issues: cf. AndrÉka 1991, Néméti 1991, 1993, Venema 1991. In principle, this method will work whenever some modest minimal requirements are met by the underlying base logic. But of course, as with the above strategy of introducing general models, the interesting possibilities will lie somewhere in between. Now, just like the general model strategy, the algebraization strategy has been criticized in the literature for its ad-hoc-ness and lack of clear constraints. As an old saying goes, 'algebraic semantics is syntax in disguise'. But this is only true for the bottom level (where syntactic Lindenbaum algebras would do the job), whereas usually, algebras of independent interest emerge in abundance through further semantic considerations. Thus, a key concern in our present setting should be the search for interesting independently motivated 'semantic parameters' that can be set differently from the specific choices made in the standard Tarskian paradigm. But then, this search does not seem hopeless. For instance, on the more traditional ontological side, we have already seen that property theorists want to treat individuals and properties on a par as intensional entities, viewing the usual Tarskian 'set–tuple style' of treating predicate denotations as just one, extensional, option out of many.

Here is a more wide-ranging shift in current attitudes concerning semantic modelling. More 'procedurally', various intriguing new ideas have been put forward recently concerning first-order interpretation. In particular, one may view the 'cylindric modal algebra' of Venema 1991, and indeed cylindric algebra in general (Henkin-Monk-
Tarski 198 ) as a more fine-structured account of regimented access to successive variable assignments when interpreting quantified formulas, which may lead to natural decidable predicate logics (witness the contributions by Andréka & Németi in this volume). In this case, the more general models will carry some accessibility pattern on assignments, or more generally states for predicate logic, with existentially quantified statements $\exists x\phi$ referring to some new assignment verifying $\phi$ which should be $x$-accessible from the present one. Correspondence theory will then identify the procedural import of various predicate-logical principles over these abstract models, such as S5-laws for $x$-accessibility or more delicate 'path principles' (cf. van Benthem 1993). Judicious combinations of such conditions will then produce attractive decidable predicate logics, witness again the Andréka and Németi papers in this volume. Independent sources of intuitions concerning such transitions between assignments exist already. One example is the 'dynamic predicate logic' of Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991, which views first-order formulas as explicit programs for effecting transitions between assignments when interpreting predicate logic. But also, in some recent semantics of generalized quantification, individual domains are allowed to carry an abstract 'accessibility' or 'dependence' structure, determining in which order individuals may become available in the course of interpreting an existence statement. Concrete motivations may be found in the theory of 'arbitrary objects' in Fine 1985, or the work on probabilistic independence relations in van Lambalgen 1991, as well as its 'modal first-order' version proposed in Alechina & van Benthem 1993. This gives a much broader space of models for the language of first-order predicate logic, with the original Tarskian ones becoming the special case where one has 'random access' to the full Cartesian space of all mathematically possible assignments of objects to variables.

As before, the advantage of this style of analysis is that one makes predicate logic into a more finely-tuned tool, with a decidable 'core' and a 'periphery' of more demanding principles. This is of purely logical interest, as it allows us to see new distinctions among what used to be one uniform batch of logical truths, that need not correspond to traditional classifications of propositions (say, using prenex forms or predicate arities). It is also of applied interest, in that we may try to see whether the richer picture fits the natural structure of the subject described. For instance, 'accessibility constraints' are natural from many viewpoints, mathematical, philosophical and linguistic. Moreover, the decidable subsystems of first-order logic that emerge in the resulting landscape of logical systems may fit in more naturally with proposed mechanisms of 'natural logic' in human reasoning (cf. Sommers 1982, Sanchez Valencia 1991).
Taking this viewpoint seriously is not a minor philosophical move, as it brings a lot of radical repercussions with it. For instance, in the broader perspective sketched here, what remains the point of Gödel's celebrated Completeness Theorem, stating a natural fit between Tarskian semantics and Fregean axiomatization? From our current stance, one would have to say that Gödel's result ties one particular natural choice of predicate-logical validity, which may be motivated independently from various angles (model-theoretic, proof-theoretic, game-theoretic) to 'standard set-theoretic modelling'. Kreisel 1967 and Etchemendy 1990 have stressed the surprise in this outcome, noting that it somehow manages to ensnare natural intuitive validity by means of exact mathematical notions. We would have to disagree here. From equally natural semantic points of view, other logical equilibria may arise, this time, having a decidable set of validities. What still remains is Gödel's lasting more abstract achievement of having put completeness issues on the map, and made them amenable to mathematical statement and proof.

Actually, we could go one step further here, as well as in the earlier cases. The very multiplicity of modelling for predicate logic suggests that there need not be one unique preferred choice – and that one should rather view all these options as living together. Having many modelings around in the literature for some particular phenomenon is not a nuisance or disease, to be eliminated by natural competition, in favour of one canonical solution. It may even be a definite virtue to be prized. For instance, it is quite possible to think of semantic modelling as an open-ended process, which allows ever finer levels of 'grain size'. As an example, one may think of a recent proposals by Zalta 1993, following Etchemendy, to split first-order semantics into two stages. The first goes from syntactic forms to abstract propositions (this is the domain of 'linguistic change'), and the second goes from these propositions to standard models (this is the domain of 'real change'). The burden of 'predicate logic' could then be divided between these two stages, with a possibly decidable component for the first stage, and an undecidable one for the second. Another example would be the grounding of decidable linear predicate logics in Lorenzen-style or Hintikka-style game-theoretical semantics for first-order logic (Mey 1992), or in intermediate Tarskian evaluation algorithms serving as Fregean senses (Moschovakis 1991). Of course, this does raise new issues of what may be called 'logical architecture' (van Benthem, to appear), as the interplay between the various components now becomes the explicit business of logic, too. Thus, traditional semantics and its rivals might coexist in one broader logical framework, whose task it would be to indicate precisely at which fault lines complexity emerges.
IV  Digression: Illustrations in Arrow Logic

A more compact testing site for the above general considerations may be found in the 'Arrow Logic' which is so prominent in this volume. Here are a few illustrations of the above general themes at work in this more limited domain. One guiding motivation in the arrow logic research programme has been to challenge another well-known 'complexity threshold' in logics of computation, namely that undecidability is inevitable once a full relational algebra of programming operations is allowed. For, how much of this undecidability is due to the essential complexity of computation, and how much is merely a by-product of the mathematics of ordered pairs that lies underneath standard modelling in this area? As it happens, the resulting theory nicely demonstrates the above general points (cf. Venema's introductory chapter in this volume). First, a new sort of individual objects has been put on the map, namely transitions or 'arrows', which occur in most computational intuitions, and which arguably should be first-class citizens in any analysis of computation. Moreover, we are forced to reflect on the essential structure among these arrows, such as their composition, conversion or possibly other modes of combination (including parallel constructions of 'sheafs of arrows'). At least in the simplest similarity type, here, various decidable core calculi have been discovered, which can do quite a bit of the basic combinatorics of program combination. In particular, these calculi support all Boolean operators on top of relational composition, without tripping over any purported undecidability threshold. On top of that, correspondence analysis reveals the additional semantic content of further programming principles, distinguishing between purely universal ones (whose totality might form the largest desirable 'core theory') and more demanding existence principles. Outcomes have not been totally routine here, in that, e.g., associativity of composition has been identified as a danger point (cf. Simon et al. 1993), whereas most people would consider the latter an entirely harmless domestic assumption. Finally, this is not an isolated piece of semantic engineering, because relational transitions underly such a vast range of computational processes. Thus, arrow-style analysis is appropriate for relational algebra and propositional dynamic logic, but also for logics of belief revision or general process algebras. Indeed, the whole theory of labeled transition systems in computer science (cf. Stirling 1990, van Benthem & Bergstra 1993, van Benthem, van Eyck & Stebletsova 1993) is probably better viewed as a theory of states and arrows, with appropriate notions of two-sorted bisimulation for process equivalences. (One might even consider the introduction of computation 'paths' or 'branches' as a third kind of independent semantic object, thereby reflecting an earlier strand in our discussion.) Finally, there is no reason for staying inside the realm of
computation, once our general points about modeling have been adopted. For instance, concrete geometrical arrows also reflect human thinking about their preferences, both scientific and domestic, and thus switching to arrow semantics might also throw some new light on preference logic (cf. the first exploration made in van Benthem, van Eyck & Frolová 1993) and more generally, on various theories of individual and collective choice in the social sciences.

V  General Issues

This paper has raised some general issues concerning semantic modelling, with a special interest in the locus of complexity. We have recommended a systematic search for alternative logical modelings, with the search for 'minimal complexity of wrappings' as a moving force toward new conceptual schemes. Moreover, we have noted some general features and benefits of this enterprise, as well as some of its philosophical repercussions. All this has by no means exhausted the topic of logical complexity. For instance, other important technical approaches exist in our field to high-lighting 'core content'. Among these, one may mention the use of 'oracles' supplying extraneous information to be bracketed out – as happens in Cook-style completeness theorems in programming semantics (Cook 1978) and in various parts of Complexity Theory (Buhmann 1993). Such strategies remain to be compared with the present proposals. Another well-known way of coping with complexity is that of the 'moderate drinker': 'ingest only small amounts'. For instance, second-order complexity might be avoided by using only small fragments of the full second-order language, and the same holds for first-order logic. (By contrast, we have advocated retaining the full language as the expressive medium, while lowering the over-all complexity of its logic.) Finally, there are various statistical approaches to average-case complexity of logical reasoning that takes the sharpest edges off the usual worst-case problems. In this division of labour, the statistician takes care of the harsh realities of life, so that the logical theorist can live at peace. What these alternative strategies have in common is that they do not require rebuilding basic logical frameworks, but rather offer ways of accommodating ourselves to their complexity. Perhaps, then, our own proposals here have been unduly principled and calvinistic. Indeed, they might also run against the no-nonsense spirit of our times. In particular, they seem to clash with a recent trend in logical modelling which aims at replacing language-oriented semantic analysis by what is called 'direct mathematics'. The latter is illustrated by current developments in the Dutch branch of Process Algebra (cf. the program outlined in Baeten 1992), but also by earlier 'set-theoretical' programs in the Philosophy of Science (Suppes 1960, Sneed 1971), whose
proponents want to minimize encounters with the common syntactic idiosyncracies of logical formalisms when describing their phenomena of interest. There are certainly good practical reasons for exploring such a line of investigation. Nevertheless, on the view of this paper, its guiding slogan may also be slightly misleading. 'Direct mathematics' with its seemingly innocent emphasis on concrete 'standard mathematical tools' carries many pre-wired decisions as to complexity, whereas our advice has been to take nothing for granted.

In all, this short essay has a very modest aim. We would be happy if our points were to contribute to a sustained probing discussion of received views in semantic modelling.
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Reflections on Epistemic Logic


Johan van Benthem

Traditionally, 'epistemic logic' has been a specialized area of general modal logic devoted to the epistemic modalities and their interaction with quantification, predication and identity. In this brief Note, we shall step back and see which broader forms of epistemic semantics exist, and discuss how they affect traditional concerns of the field.

1 Standard Epistemic Logic

Traditional epistemic logic started largely with the pioneering classic Hintikka 1962, which presented modal logics for the notions of a person knowing and believing a proposition, based upon standard possible worlds semantics with an accessibility relation of 'epistemic indistinguishability'. Roughly speaking, I know a proposition if that proposition holds in all worlds which I cannot distinguish from my current one, that is, if it holds across my whole 'range of uncertainty'. Different epistemic attitudes may then vary in the extent of that semantic range, or in the requirements imposed upon it. In a subsequent series of papers, Hintikka also developed an epistemic predicate logic, dealing with issues of individual identity across epistemic worlds and the interplay of knowledge and ('de re' versus 'de dicto') quantification. No extensive mathematical theory developed around this initial focus – the technical monograph Lenzen 1980 is a respectable exception – but the paradigm did find a number of active areas of application in the eighties, especially in computer science with the work of Joe Halpern and his colleagues at IBM San José, and in Artificial Intelligence by Bob Moore and some colleagues at SRI, Menlo Park. What the computational connection added, in particular, was a more concrete view of epistemic models derived from computational protocols or processes, where agents are well-defined and philosophical questions concerning the intentionality of human cognition can be safely side-stepped.
Notions which then came to the fore were 'autoepistemics', concerning the equilibrium states that an agent can achieve in non-monotonic default reasoning (Moore 1987), and also various forms of collective epistemics expressed in the interplay of operators $K_\alpha B$ ('agent $\alpha$ knows that $B$') for various agents $\alpha$, as well as 'common knowledge' for groups of agents (Halpern & Moses 1990). Moreover, these epistemic concerns were embedded in a larger environment of communication and physical action. As a result, there is now a flourishing community around the so-called TARK Conferences (cf. Halpern, ed., 1986, Vardi, ed., 1988 and subsequent volumes), which brings together philosophers, mathematicians, computer scientists, economists and linguists. In what follows, we shall take the basic core of epistemic logic for granted, while making only occasional reference to its computationally inspired extensions.

2 Implicit versus Explicit Epistemics

The above enterprise of epistemic logic has not been without its critics. In fact, many people have regarded it as a typical form of 'shallow analysis', describing epistemics by merely imposing some modal superstructure on top of an ordinary classical semantics, rather than reanalyzing the latter in depth. To introduce a distinction, the Hintikka-Halpern paradigm is one of 'extrinsic epistemics', which does not affect standard classical semantics, witness its key truth definition stating that, in any model, 

"$K_\alpha B$ is true at a world $w$ iff $B$ is true at all worlds $v$ that are $R_\alpha$-related to $w$".

By contrast, a more radical 'intrinsic epistemics' would not take classical semantics for granted, and reanalyze the whole notion of truth in the light of epistemic considerations. The most prominent historical instance of such a radical enterprise is of course intuitionistic logic, where 'truth' recedes as the central logical notion in favour of 'provability' or 'assertability'. Thus, its guiding philosophy has been epistemically oriented from the start. (Compare the constructive theories of meaning based upon the 'Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogoroff interpretation' that are surveyed in Troelstra & van Dalen 1988.) To be sure, intuitionistic logic, too, has its Kripke-style possible worlds semantics, but with an entirely different flavour. Worlds stand for information states, accessibility encodes possible informational growth, and truth at a world corresponds intuitively to epistemic 'forcing' by the available evidence there. Thus, the basic logical operations themselves become 'epistemically loaded'. But then, given an epistemic reinterpretation of what logic and semantics is about, where is the need for any separate 'epistemic logic'?

It is not so easy to adjudicate this debate. Certainly, the intuitionistic approach has generated more interesting mathematical theory, while also being more influential in philosophical and computational circles. But there are many different causes for this
course of events, not all of them having to do with the relative merits of implicit versus explicit epistemics. Moreover, as a matter of fact, there are also some advantages to the extrinsic approach. For instance, it can incorporate whatever sound analysis is provided in a classical semantics for a certain kind of propositions, without having to worry about philosophical compatibilité d’humeurs. By contrast, more intuitionistic proof-theoretic approaches have had difficulties making sense of logical operators such as generalized quantifiers that have perfectly straightforward model-theoretic explications. (But cf. van Lambalgen 1991 for a fresh start.) Moreover, the very explicitness of Hintikka’s approach has encouraged an active search for new epistemic operators, such as the above ones referring to knowledge of multiple agents or groups which have no counterpart in intuitionistic logic. Even though mathematics is a social activity, too, where insights may depend essentially on cooperation of rational agents, the implicit intuitionist stance has not been very conducive so far to bringing this out formally.

Finally, the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic epistemics is an 'intensional' one, which may be undercut at a more formal level of analysis. For instance, the well-known Gödel translation embeds intuitionistic logic faithfully into S4, the logic of choice for much of epistemic logic, thereby making it a kind of 'forward persistent' part of the latter approach. (Van Benthem 1990 provides further formal detail here. Incidentally, no converse embedding seems to work.) In this line, the explicit 'epistemic mathematics' of Shapiro 1985 may also be viewed as a natural extension of intrinsic intuitionistic mathematics. Conversely, the analyses of 'common knowledge' put forward in Barwise 1988 seem more 'intrinsic' analyses of this phenomenon, changing the underlying classical model theory to a form of information-oriented situation semantics. Generally speaking, then, there seems no problem of principle in combining both the agenda and the technical apparatus of intrinsic and extrinsic approaches to epistemic logic.

3 Information-Based Semantics

In recent years, the 'intrinsic' approach has gained ground in various new guises. Current semantics for natural languages and computation shows a trend away from truth conditions and correspondence with the world outside to explaining propositions in terms of their role in information processing over models that are now viewed as 'information structures'. Here, the classical turn-stile becomes a notion of 'forcing' for statements by the available information. Examples of this trend are data semantics (Veltman 1985), various forms of partial modal logic (Thijssen 1992), constructive semantics in the style of Nelson (Jaspars 1993) or substructural semantics for relevant or categorial logics (van Benthem 1991, Wansing 1993). This development can be seen
as epistemic logic in a broader sense, since much of cognition can in fact be subsumed under the heading of information processing. What this new phase adds, however, is an explicit concern with the nature of information states and possible updates over these effected by successive propositions. Much is still unclear at this stage, witness the persistent debate between 'eliminative' accounts of information processing (which proceed via successive elimination of epistemic possibilities) and 'constructive' ones (which build ever larger representation structures). Either way, these concerns do seem a natural addition to the foundations of epistemic logic.

Moreover, one clear trend can be observed which does not depend on the exact nature of epistemic states. Current information-oriented modellings suggest a richer and more systematic design of important epistemic operators. This phenomenon is illustrated by the basic case of Kripke models themselves. Initially, these were designed to model a particular epistemic language, whose operators were given independently. But then, one can also reverse the perspective and ask, given such models for information structure, which epistemic languages would best bring out their semantic potential, thereby redesigning the original language. For instance, as in temporal logic, there are two natural directions in the growth ordering of information states, both backward and forward. Knowledge may be mostly concerned with epistemic 'advance', but it has to do also with epistemic 'retreat', in contraction or revision of our information (cf. the symmetric theory of updates and contractions in Gärdenfors 1988). Thus, a more adequate epistemic logic should also incorporate operators reflecting these additional directions and their interplay, with 'forward knowledge' referring upward to all possible extensions of the current state, and 'backward knowledge' referring to the epistemic past. Their interplay will then generate different routes for epistemic revision ("if A had been found, then ...".). Van Benthem 1990 explores the resulting hierarchy of operators over information models, using a framework of enriched modal logics. In particular, a next natural stage of epistemic expressiveness would involve operators reflecting the addition of information pieces (i.e., suprema in the ordering of possible growth) as well as their downward counterparts (i.e., their infima). For instance; the binary epistemic modality $\phi + \psi$ would hold at those states which are the sum of a state verifying $\phi$ and a state verifying $\psi$. These will allow us, e.g., to refer to logical features of composite knowledge arising from the combination of various sources.

Of course, by this time, one will have left the traditional areas of the Theory of Knowledge which inspired Hintikka's initial enterprise. But that might also be considered a virtue, and one could certainly translate many of the newer technicalities back into genuine philosophical issues that might revitalize the somewhat fossilized agenda found in most philosophical textbooks.
Adding Justifications

The above type of enrichment may be seen as an extension of the modal viewpoint on epistemics, with a reinterpretation of its models in a Kripke-style intuitionistic spirit. But there is more to be learnt from a confrontation of extrinsic and intrinsic approaches. One conspicuous feature of contemporary intuitionistic logic and mathematics has been the development of type theories whose proof format rests essentially on binary assertions of the form $\pi : A$, meaning that function $\pi$ is of type $A$, or that proof $\pi$ establishes proposition $A$. Proof rules in the usual constructivist interpretation then typically build up compound conclusions in both components, witness a case like

$$\begin{array}{c}
\pi_1 : A \\
\pi_2 : B
\end{array} \quad \quad \begin{array}{c}
\pi_1 : A \rightarrow B \\
\pi_2 : A
\end{array}$$

$$(\pi_1, \pi_2) : A \& B \quad \quad \pi_1(\pi_2) : B$$

Note how both assertions and their Justifications are affected here. This binary logical format is gaining popularity these days for its greater perspicuity in bringing out combination of linguistic propositions plus their underlying manifestations or Justifications, where the latter need not always be explicitly linguistically encoded. This makes sense in mathematics and computation (cf. Barendregt 1993), but also more broadly in linguistics and Artificial Intelligence, witness the new research program of 'labeled deductive systems' put forward in Gabbay 1993.

Now here too, there is a very attractive move for epistemic logic. Much of the classical theory of knowledge and its initial logical formalizations seems hampered by the absence of any systematic way of bringing out the Justifications underlying our knowledge as first-class citizens. Put somewhat formally, saying that someone knows a proposition is an existential quantification stating that she has a justification for that proposition. But by keeping those Justifications hidden in our logical framework, we create both technical and conceptual difficulties. For instance, much of Hintikka's own work on the Kantian notion of analyticity (cf. Hintikka 1973) has to wrestle with the fact that with Kant, 'analyticity' is a qualification of reasons or Justifications as much as of statements, which makes its projection into standard logical systems somewhat problematic. An even more striking example is the so-called 'Problem of Omniscience', where knowledge of a proposition entails knowledge of all its logical consequences. This problem is highlighted in the standard epistemic Distribution Axiom $K(A \rightarrow B) \rightarrow (KA \rightarrow KB)$. By contrast, in the above binary format, this problem would not arise in the first place, because any logical inference will come with an explicit cost record in terms of a more complex Justification. To see this, compare the above distribution principle with the corresponding binary type-theoretic inference from the two premises.
\( \pi_1 : A \rightarrow B \) and \( \pi_2 : A \) to the conclusion \( \pi_1(\pi_2) : B \). Of course, one further question here is what systematic type-theoretic calculus will support explicit epistemic operators. There are various options to this effect, such as the following two introduction rules for epistemic operators:

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi : A & \quad \quad \text{('forgetful')} \quad \quad \quad \pi : A \\
\quad \quad \text{-------} & \quad \quad \quad \text{-------} \\
\vdash : KA & \quad \quad \quad \text{*(\pi)} : KA \\
\end{align*}
\]

For a more elaborate system of this kind, cf. the modal type theories in Borghuis 1993. (E.g., deriving the above epistemic distribution axiom will also involve suitable elimination rules for the K-operator.) The conceptual task remains to set up a complete plausible base theory for epistemic logic with an explicit calculus of justifications.

5 Cognitive Action

When model-theoretic semantics is reinterpreted as a theory of information structures, one further move becomes quite natural. Justifications and revisions are really examples of cognitive actions – and it would be quite appropriate then to embed our epistemic logic into an explicit dynamic logic. This move is in fact foreshadowed in the earlier-mentioned computational tradition in epistemic logic (cf. Moore 1984). For instance, the above binary schema \( \pi : A \) has one further useful interpretation, stating that "program or action \( \pi \) achieves an effect described by proposition A". Examples of relevant cognitive actions are the earlier-mentioned 'updates' or 'contractions', but one can also think of a much richer repertoire of 'testing', 'querying', etcetera. Moreover, on top of this basic repertoire, one can describe complex cognitive actions or plans via the usual programming operations, such as sequential or parallel composition and choice. Evidently, human cognitive plans have compound structures not unlike those found in computer programs. The precise extent of this analogy is an interesting issue by itself. For instance, can cognitive plans also display more infinitary structures like recursion?

Stated in this way, we need a two-level system for combining epistemic statements with 'cognitive programs'. One possible logical architecture here is the 'dynamic modal logic' of van Benthem 1993, which has a relational repertoire of actions over information models interacting with a standard modal logic. Typical assertions in such a formalism will be a dynamic modality \( [\pi] A \), stating that "action \( \pi \) always achieves effect A", (compare the above binary schema), or modal iterations like \( [\pi_1] <\pi_2> A \) stating that "action \( \pi_1 \) 'enables' action \( \pi_2 \) to achieve effect A". The model theory and proof theory of this system are well-understood (cf. Harel 1984, de Rijke 1992). Moreover, its expressive power subsumes at least the better-known theory of belief revision in
Gärdenfors 1988. But dynamic modal logic also supports more radical deviations from classical logic. For instance, van Benthem 1993 considers 'dynamic styles of inference' from premises \( \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_n \) to conclusions \( C \) based on the idea that propositions are cognitive actions which are being processed in reasoning. Various options to this effect may be expressed in the above terms. For instance, one plausible dynamic style would state that 'sequential processing of the premises is a way of getting the conclusion', which may be expressed by the modal formula \([\pi_1] \ldots [\pi_n] C\). Another typical dynamic style would rather state that 'processing the premises is a way of doing the conclusion'—which involves a stronger modal apparatus than that of standard dynamic logic (cf. Kanazawa 1993.)

6 Combinations and Conclusions

The above Sections point at various attractive enrichments of standard epistemic logic. Putting all of these ideas together, however, raises some obvious further issues. For instance, which logical architecture would most naturally combine statements, justifications and actions? A type-theoretic approach looks promising here. For instance, one of its key statements might be of the form \( \pi : A \rightarrow B \), expressing that action \( \pi \) will always lead from states satisfying precondition \( A \) to states satisfying postcondition \( B \). In such a format, one might describe the behaviour of compound cognitive actions or plans, mentioned in the above, with rules like the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_1 : A &\rightarrow B \\
\pi_2 : B &\rightarrow C \\
\hline \\
\pi_1 ; \pi_2 : A &\rightarrow C
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_1 : A &\rightarrow B \\
\pi_2 : A &\rightarrow B \\
\hline \\
\pi_1 \cup \pi_2 : A &\rightarrow B
\end{align*}
\]

Nevertheless, even this kind of generalization will still fail to capture some further essentials of cognition. First, we need logical systems that lift all of the above to many-person settings, which allow, amongst others, for updating common knowledge of groups via various acts of communication (cf. Jaspars 1993). But also, we would eventually need a theory of 'synchronization' between internal cognitive actions and external physical actions which change the world.

Even with all these open ends, our conclusions concerning epistemic logic will be clear. We would recommend expansion beyond Hintikka's original modal statement format, thereby effecting a junction with a much larger logical environment of epistemic import. Moreover, we think the effort would be well worth-while to systematically rethink much of traditional philosophical epistemology in this broader light.
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I Contents and Wrappings

Any description of a subject carries its own price in terms of complexity. To understand what is being described, one has to understand the mechanism of the language or logic employed, adding the complexity of the encoder to the subject matter being encoded. Put more succinctly, "complexity is a package of subject matter plus analytic tools". This price is inevitable, and scientific or common sense insight does result all the same. Nevertheless, there is also a persistent feeling that one should never pay more than is necessary. Aristotle already formulated the necessary intellectual 'lightness' as follows. "It is the hallmark of a scientific mind to give a subject no more formal structure than it can support" (as paraphrased in Kneale & Kneale 1961). Critics of formal logic would certainly agree with this dictum, and they have pointed at many cases in philosophy, linguistics, computer science and even the foundations of mathematics where general mathematical sophistication or just essayistic common sense is the more appropriate road towards insight than elaborate logical formal systems. But also inside formal logic, this question seems a legitimate concern. Are our standard modelings really appropriate for certain phenomena of reasoning, and are the received conclusions that we draw about complexity of phenomena in our field (using qualifications like 'undecidable' or 'higher-order') warranted, or rather an artefact of those modelings? More disturbingly, could it be that much of the respectable literature in our journals, which aims at proving difficult theorems as a sign of the academic 'worthiness' of a topic, mostly derives its continuity from the fact that one encounters the same issues over and over again, precisely because they derive from the formalisms employed, not from the subject matter at hand? I think these are serious questions, that deserve constant attention. Of course, many logicians do care for these, either implicitly or explicitly – but it will do no harm to keep them high on the agenda by means of some occasional extra advertisement.
But then, of course, the question arises how one can distinguish the two sources of complexity in specific cases. Often, one has a suspicion that received views as to what is difficult in some form of reasoning or computation and what is not, might be challenged, but how to separate the two components? There may not be any systematic method of separation here – but there is certainly a roundabout answer in the practice of our field, which tends to generate scores of alternative formal modelling. Thus, the role of the wrappings becomes visible indirectly, by comparison with alternatives (e.g., think of set-theoretic versus algebraic or category-theoretical formulations of the same problem). In other words, although formal logical modelling may be part of the complexity problem themselves, logicians mitigate this drawback by producing so many of them!

There is room for more detailed analysis here, by considering more concrete examples. Received views on complexity in formal semantics often come in the form of warnings concerning certain dangerous 'thresholds' where complexity is generated or increased. For instance, one well-known danger zone is the transition from finite to infinite structures, and another that from first-order to higher-order objects. These moves often produce undecidability or even non-axiomatizability in the description of computational or linguistic phenomena. For instance, in the semantics of programming languages, undecidability may arise through the introduction of infinitary structures for iteration or recursion (Harel 1984, Goldblatt 1987). Likewise, temporal semantics for concurrency usually employ higher-order logics of temporal branches or histories, which involve quantification over sets (Burgess 1984, Stirling 1990). In the semantics of natural languages, similar thresholds arise. For instance, many quantificational phenomena are generally considered to be essentially second-order – such as linguistic 'branching quantifiers' which involve parallel rather than serial processing, with corresponding non-linear quantifier prefixes going beyond first-order logic (cf. Barwise 1979). Other sources of higher-orderness are traditionally located in the semantics of plural quantification (cf. van der Does 1992). Undecidability has also been claimed for variable binding phenomena in natural language anaphora (cf. Hintikka 1979 on the so-called "Any-Thesis"). Finally, new thresholds of complexity have emerged in Artificial Intelligence, with corresponding forms of 'received wisdom'. Notably, non-monotonic reasoning mechanisms, such as 'circumscription', are usually considered to be essentially higher-order and highly complex in general (McCarthy 1980) – and indeed, the same seems to hold, perhaps disturbingly, for any meaningful human cognitive task (cf. Kugel 1986).
Do these views square with the intuitive expectations that one might have on the basis of a plausible initial estimate of the intrinsic complexity of a subject, prior to its formalization? Not always. And in general, it is hard to make uniform predictions here. Sometimes, formal analysis does confirm our intuitive hopes or suspicions concerning complexity of a phenomenon, witness the complexity theory of logical formalisms (cf. Spaan 1993). But at other times, plausible expectations may turn out to be wrong, and we stand corrected by the formal analysis. A well-known historical instance is the undecidability of predicate logic, understandable eventually via Gödel's and Church's arguments, which clashed with a dominant tradition of searching for decision procedures in the logical literature. Moreover, there do not seem to be infallible rules for keeping complexity down by simply avoiding the above danger zones. For instance, a blanket restriction to finite models has been advocated in natural language semantics as a way of keeping complexity down (cf. van Benthem 1986). But this same restriction may also make many results harder to obtain (if available at all), witness the additional complexities of 'finite model theory' over general model theory found in Gurevich 1985. Likewise, the use of infinitary logics does increase complexity in some ways, but it also decreases complexity in other ways, witness the discovery of smooth infinitary axiomatizations for various programming logics (Goldblatt 1983), which can be more perspicuous than their first-order counterparts. Let us now turn to some specific cases where influential styles of modeling have supported well-known received views on complexity. These will provide more specific points for our subsequent discussion.

II From Higher-Order to First-Order

There are many cases in semantics where higher-order modelling is thought appropriate and inevitable, even though it brings the cost of employing a formal system whose logical validities are non-axiomatizable (and indeed non-arithmetically definable). Pointing at these dangers is indeed one of the well-known social bonding procedures in our community, where collective shudders run through lecture halls at the mention of this Evil One. Nevertheless, upon closer inspection, in all these cases, an important distinction should be made. It is one thing to employ a higher-order language, referring to non-first-order individuals such as sets, choice functions or branches – but quite another to insist that this language should have full set-theoretic standard models, making it behave in the above-mentioned fashion. For, insisting on the latter expresses an additional commitment: namely that we want to use one particular mathematical implementation of our formalism, whose complexities will tend to 'pollute', naturally, the validities of our logic which was designed to mirror the core phenomenon.
There is an insidious term in the practice of our field, which confuses the issue, namely the often praised "concreteness" of set-theoretic models. What this merely means is that we insist on using one particular well-known abstract mathematical structure as the wrappings of our theory: not that other mathematical modelings would be less concrete. For instance, is a set-theoretic model really 'more concrete' than an algebraic structure or a geometrical picture? Intuitively, in the latter case, the opposite would seem to be true. Moreover, the specificity of a mathematical structure may be the very source of complexity indicated above. Thus, there are reasons for preferring a more neutral stance. Another insidious groove of thought here is the 'separation of concerns' favoured by many authors proposing semantic innovations. They prefer not to raise too many issues at once, and therefore choose "standard set-theoretic modelling" as their working theory. (Cf. the dominant style of presentation in current 'dynamic semantics', cf. Kamp 1984, Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991, Veltman 1991). And of course, this is an excellent research strategy. But in fact, as we shall see below, working with this standard background may not always be an orthogonal decision. It can even be detrimental to the new proposals, as it may involve them in the hereditary sins, complexity-wise, of the old paradigms – precisely when dynamic semantics is partly inspired by the need to provide some cognitive relief from these.

In the case of higher-order logic, a more neutral perspective has been around for a long time, with so-called 'general models' for higher-order languages allowing in general just restricted ranges for set quantification (Henkin 1950). Here, standard models are the limiting case where all mathematically possible sets or predicates have to be present – whether needed or not for the phenomenon under study. This broadening of the model class reinstates the usual properties of first-order logic, but it would be misleading to view it as just an opportunistic tactic. More importantly, on this view, higher-order logic becomes a many-sorted first-order logic treating, amongst others, individuals, sets and predicates on a par (cf. Enderton 1972). This move has a good deal of independent philosophical justification, witness the 'property theories' advocated in Bealer 1982, Turner 1989. Indeed, we achieve a moral rarity, being a combination of philosophical virtue with computational advantage, in trading set-theoretic complexity for new sorts of individuals. Even so, this move has always carried a stigma of ad-hocness, and one common complaint is its lack of canonicity. No unique behaviour is specified for the sort of sets, so that the resulting 'logic' is subject to intensive manipulation. In other words, this solution is 'too easy' – again, one of the harmless shibboleths of the field around which we celebrate our professional consensus. But is it really? Considered from another angle, general models do just the right thing. First,
they radically block the importation of extraneous set-theoretic truths, letting the subject being described stand out. Next, they force us to replace Platonic complacency by honest work. If we want to add an explicit new sort of objects ('sets', 'predicates' or whatever), then it should indeed be our task to analyze those principles about these objects that are germane to our subject, and formulate them explicitly. Just what about the behaviour of 'sets' is relevant to programming semantics, or to natural language?

By answering questions like this, one often arrives at some compromise. The usual semantic restriction to standard set-theoretic models is too complex, and unilluminating—whereas a liberalization to all general models is too weak, and unilluminating for the opposite reason. But after some hard work, we may arrive at an appropriate model class somewhere in between. Examples of this style of analysis may be found everywhere, once one perceives matters in this light. For instance, second-order semantics with quantification over branches of some sort may always be replaced by many-sorted theories of suitable 'individuals' (points in time, states, etc.) and 'branches' or 'paths', where one now has to study the key principles concerning branches as well as their interaction with the individuals occurring on them. E.g., Stirling 1989 identifies various interesting modal-temporal second-order principles—such as 'fusion closure' stating that, for any state occurring in two histories, its past in the one and its future in the other may be glued together so as to form a new history. Likewise, in branching temporal logic, second-order axioms of choice have been invoked to support 'confluence principles' stating when two points on different histories may come together in some common future by suitable further histories (De Bakker, de Roever & Rozenberg 1989). But, such principles are better viewed as geometrical conditions on the availability of branches in two-sorted first-order models, on a par with standard geometrical axioms concerning points and lines. This is at least as good mathematics as set theory. After all, standard axiomatizations of geometry use 'points', 'lines', 'planes' on a par, rather than construing the latter outlandishly as point sets. For a final example, consider two closely related semantics for intuitionistic logic. 'Kripke models' are first-order, with truth conditions referring only to possible worlds and accessibility, whereas 'Beth models' are second-order, involving also branches (Troelstra & van Dalen 1988). For instance, Beth's truth clause for a disjunction A or B says that there exists some barrier of states across all possible future histories such that each state on the barrier verifies either A or B. But again, the latter models can be reformulated by viewing worlds and branches on a par, and analyzing what (little) explicit theory about branches—rather than some Platonic oracle about sets—is needed to explain validity for
intuitionistic logic. (The Appendix to Rodenburg 1986 contains a first exploration of the resulting two-sorted model theory, including the interaction of states and branches.)

The above task of localizing key principles on many-sorted models may be made more concrete and systematic by employing the tools of Correspondence Theory (cf. van Benthem 1984, 1985). Let us demonstrate this approach for the case of temporal logic. There are two complementary ways of arriving at our desired concrete 'branch theory'. The first involves general reflection on 'branches', sorting out general logical principles governing these from more extravagant mathematical existence claims. The other approach takes the kind of temporal reasoning that is to be analyzed as a guide-line, looking for 'correspondences' between its intended principles and assumptions about branches. This interplay is well-documented for pure temporal logic (cf. van Benthem 1983). Here is a simple example in the branching semantics. Some forms of temporal reasoning allow a quantifier shift between 'future possibility' and 'possible futurity'. This will correspond to a simply computable condition on the pattern of states and branches: namely that time-travel along my current history and then switching to another future history may also be performed by first switching to another history and then traveling into its future. Correspondence Theory has only been investigated very systematically in Modal Logic, but in principle, this style of analysis is available everywhere – witness the powerful extensions presented in Venema 1991, De Rijke 1993. (Admittedly, there is still a subtle issue of methodological consistency here. Correspondence analysis in its usual format itself involves computation in higher-order logic! One line to take here might be to say that we are merely using this technique as a semantic heuristic, and that 'defeating second-order logic from within' is an elegant philosophical stratagem. The more sober line would note that many of the relevant insights would in fact also be forthcoming on suitable general frames.)

Clearly, not every principle that comes up in the above way should be taken for granted. Some correspondences for putative principles of temporal reasoning may turn up clear general desiderata on two-sorted point-branch models, such as linearity for branches, or unicity of their initial points. Others may turn up interesting but only negotiable options. For instance, more complex modal-temporal quantifier shifts in temporal reasoning turn out to correspond to axioms of choice, reflecting a certain 'fullness' of state-branch models. No very clear demarcation line exists between the first case and the second – although there have been some systematic proposals. For instance, if genuine logical principles should be entirely free from existential import (cf. Etchecundy 1990), then a case can be made for admitting just the purely universal
first-order requirements arising in a correspondence analysis as genuine core conditions on our semantics, relegating all conditions with existential import to some negotiable mathematical part. (Van Benthem 1983 even defends the further restriction to mere universal Horn clauses, viewing propositional disjunctions as existential too.)

Despite the methodology advocated here, there is no general presumption that any reasonable new semantics will or should be simple, or even first-order. For instance, it might well be that in many computational applications, temporal branches should be finite (a non-first-order condition). But also, in the opposite direction, it has been argued with some force that the essential control structures for programming ought to be infinitary, and hence non-first-order (Goldblatt 1983). Either way, the emergence of such discussions does not count against our broader framework: it rather speaks for its fruitfulness. Whether computation hinges essentially on finiteness for its 'traces' or its control structures is a substantive issue, which should be on the agenda explicitly, and not prejudged in the use of 'concrete standard modeling'.

All these points may also be demonstrated for the case of natural language. Consider the following linguistic phenomenon mentioned earlier on. From the start (cf. Hintikka 1979), 'branching quantification' has been considered a typical example of a second-order semantic mechanism, requiring quantification over Skolem functions not represented by ordinary first-order linear quantifier prefixes. To be sure, there is still some opposition to this linguistic claim, and first-order guerrilleros are still active. But, even granting the move toward using non-linearly orderable Skolem functions here, all that is shown by its proponents is that we need to consider a certain family of relevant 'choice functions' explicitly among our semantic individuals – not necessarily the whole mathematical space (containing lots of linguistically irrelevant items). Moreover, we can even defend this move on the basis of independent linguistic evidence. For instance, so-called 'functional answers' to questions ("Whom does every man love? His mother.") suggest that we need more abstract 'functional objects' as citizens in our semantic world. But even then, the real issue remains how many of these choice functions are required to explain natural language branching patterns, satisfying which combinatorial constraints. More generally, this point applies to more general linguistic 'polyadic quantification' (van Benthem 1989, Keenan and Westerståhl 1993), whose higher-orderness has been taken for granted so far. The complexity of the set-theoretic denotations arising here might also point at constraints on some family of 'available' predicates and functions. Likewise, considerations of this kind apply to several current discussions of complexity in Artificial Intelligence. For instance, the above-mentioned
method of 'circumscription' might just employ minimization in general models, performed with respect to some family of 'relevant predicates'—say, those that are explicitly represented in our computational environment. (Morreau 1985 investigates the resulting two-sorted first-order model theory, and shows how it can deal with many of the non-monotonic reasoning patterns that originally motivated circumscription.)

Finally, it should be emphasized that not all broader semantic spaces can or should arise from the above 'general model' strategy. What the latter provides is one systematic way of stepping back and rethinking the semantic issues. Without independent semantic evidence for its outcomes, however (as in the preceding linguistic example), the resulting many-sorted model might remain an ad-hoc theoretical curiosity. And in fact, eventually, one may come to prefer some alternative modelling altogether. A general illustration of this freedom is the ubiquitous switch found in mathematics between algebraic and geometric viewpoints—and a more specific one, the emergence of some recent analyses of branching quantification in natural language that employ a different circle of ideas concerning 'groups' and collective predication (cf. Landman 1989, Hoeksema 1983, van der Does 1992).

Summing up, changing to broader first-order model classes is not an ad-hoc move of desperation or laziness in taming complexity. It rather represents a more finely-tuned style of analysis, forcing us to do our conceptual homework, and eventually—another potential benefit—suggesting new applications beyond the original field, precisely because of the available new semantic models. Moreover, this is not a risky new-fangled approach of uncertain prospects. For, when all is said and done, this move is precisely what abstract mathematical analysis has always been about.

III From First-Order to Decidable

The preceding move from higher-order to first-order logic brings a clear gain in complexity. But how satisfactory is the latter system as a universal semantic medium? Although effectively axiomatizable, predicate logic is undecidable—and again, this feature may import external complexity into the description of subjects whose 'natural complexity' would be decidable. One factor responsible for this situation, as was observed above, is the lure of 'concrete set-theoretic models'. We all think of standard Tarskian models as the essence of concreteness and simplicity (although there has been some underground opposition from the earlier-mentioned 'property theorists'—cf. also Zalta 1993). But here again, are we perhaps still importing extraneous set theory, which
might account for the undecidability of our logic? For instance, working logicians in linguistics or computer science often have a gut feeling that the styles of reasoning they are analyzing are largely decidable (cf. the percentual estimate given in Bacon 1985, or the analysis of 'natural logic' in Sanchez Valencia 1991), but it is hard to give any mathematical underpinning to these working intuitions.

So, could there be well-motivated decidable versions of predicate logic, arising from giving up certain standard semantic prejudices? As it happens, there are even several such roads towards decidability. A traditional one would be to work only with restricted fragments of predicate logic (monadic, universal or otherwise, as is treated in many standard text books), while a very modern route is provided by recent linear logics of occurrences (Girard 1987, van Benthem 1991). But indeed, here too, a very general standard strategy exists for broadening our model class. There is a whole mathematical spectrum running from concrete set-theoretic models for predicate logic to abstract algebraic ones. In fact, this is precisely the domain of algebraic logic, which has produced a good deal of information concerning these very issues: cf. Andréka 1991, Németi 1991, 1993, Venema 1991. In principle, this method will work whenever some modest minimal requirements are met by the underlying base logic. But of course, as with the above strategy of introducing general models, the interesting possibilities will lie somewhere in between. Now, just like the general model strategy, the algebraization strategy has been criticized in the literature for its ad-hoc-ness and lack of clear constraints. As an old saying goes, 'algebraic semantics is syntax in disguise'. But this is only true for the bottom level (where syntactic Lindenbaum algebras would do the job), whereas usually, algebras of independent interest emerge in abundance through further semantic considerations. Thus, a key concern in our present setting should be the search for interesting independently motivated 'semantic parameters' that can be set differently from the specific choices made in the standard Tarskian paradigm. But then, this search does not seem hopeless. For instance, on the more traditional ontological side, we have already seen that property theorists want to treat individuals and properties on a par as intensional entities, viewing the usual Tarskian 'set–tuple style' of treating predicate denotations as just one, extensional, option out of many.

Here is a more wide-ranging shift in current attitudes concerning semantic modelling. More 'procedurally', various intriguing new ideas have been put forward recently concerning first-order interpretation. In particular, one may view the 'cylindric modal algebra' of Venema 1991, and indeed cylindric algebra in general (Henkin-Monk-
Tarski 198) as a more fine-structured account of regimented access to successive variable assignments when interpreting quantified formulas, which may lead to natural decidable predicate logics (witness the contributions by Andréka & Németi in this volume). In this case, the more general models will carry some accessibility pattern on assignments, or more generally states for predicate logic, with existentially quantified statements $\exists x \phi$ referring to some new assignment verifying $\phi$ which should be $x$-accessible from the present one. Correspondence theory will then identify the procedural import of various predicate-logical principles over these abstract models, such as S5-laws for $x$-accessibility or more delicate 'path principles' (cf. van Bentham 1993). Judicious combinations of such conditions will then produce attractive decidable predicate logics, witness again the Andréka and Németi papers in this volume. Independent sources of intuitions concerning such transitions between assignments exist already. One example is the 'dynamic predicate logic' of Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991, which views first-order formulas as explicit programs for effecting transitions between assignments when interpreting predicate logic. But also, in some recent semantics of generalized quantification, individual domains are allowed to carry an abstract 'accessibility' or 'dependence' structure, determining in which order individuals may become available in the course of interpreting an existence statement. Concrete motivations may be found in the theory of 'arbitrary objects' in Fine 1985, or the work on probabilistic independence relations in van Lambalgen 1991, as well as its 'modal first-order' version proposed in Alechina & van Bentham 1993. This gives a much broader space of models for the language of first-order predicate logic, with the original Tarskian ones becoming the special case where one has 'random access' to the full Cartesian space of all mathematically possible assignments of objects to variables.

As before, the advantage of this style of analysis is that one makes predicate logic into a more finely-tuned tool, with a decidable 'core' and a 'periphery' of more demanding principles. This is of purely logical interest, as it allows us to see new distinctions among what used to be one uniform batch of logical truths, that need not correspond to traditional classifications of propositions (say, using prenex forms or predicate arities). It is also of applied interest, in that we may try to see whether the richer picture fits the natural structure of the subject described. For instance, 'accessibility constraints' are natural from many viewpoints, mathematical, philosophical and linguistic. Moreover, the decidable subsystems of first-order logic that emerge in the resulting landscape of logical systems may fit in more naturally with proposed mechanisms of 'natural logic' in human reasoning (cf. Sommers 1982, Sanchez Valencia 1991).
Taking this viewpoint seriously is not a minor philosophical move, as it brings a lot of radical repercussions with it. For instance, in the broader perspective sketched here, what remains the point of Gödel's celebrated Completeness Theorem, stating a natural fit between Tarskian semantics and Fregean axiomatization? From our current stance, one would have to say that Gödel's result ties one particular natural choice of predicate-logical validity, which may be motivated independently from various angles (model-theoretic, proof-theoretic, game-theoretic) to 'standard set-theoretic modelling'. Kreisel 1967 and Etchemendy 1990 have stressed the surprise in this outcome, noting that it somehow manages to ensnare natural intuitive validity by means of exact mathematical notions. We would have to disagree here. From equally natural semantic points of view, other logical equilibria may arise, this time, having a decidable set of validities. What still remains is Gödel's lasting more abstract achievement of having put completeness issues on the map, and made them amenable to mathematical statement and proof.

Actually, we could go one step further here, as well as in the earlier cases. The very multiplicity of modelings for predicate logic suggests that there need not be one unique preferred choice – and that one should rather view all these options as living together. Having many modelings around in the literature for some particular phenomenon is not a nuisance or disease, to be eliminated by natural competition, in favour of one canonical solution. It may even be a definite virtue to be prized. For instance, it is quite possible to think of semantic modelling as an open-ended process, which allows ever finer levels of 'grain size'. As an example, one may think of a recent proposals by Zalta 1993, following Etchemendy, to split first-order semantics into two stages. The first goes from syntactic forms to abstract propositions (this is the domain of 'linguistic change'), and the second goes from these propositions to standard models (this is the domain of 'real change'). The burden of 'predicate logic' could then be divided between these two stages, with a possibly decidable component for the first stage, and an undecidable one for the second. Another example would be the grounding of decidable linear predicate logics in Lorenzen-style or Hintikka-style game-theoretical semantics for first-order logic (Mey 1992), or in intermediate Tarskian evaluation algorithms serving as Fregean senses (Moschovakis 1991). Of course, this does raise new issues of what may be called 'logical architecture' (van Benthem, to appear), as the interplay between the various components now becomes the explicit business of logic, too. Thus, traditional semantics and its rivals might coexist in one broader logical framework, whose task it would be to indicate precisely at which fault lines complexity emerges.
IV Digression: Illustrations in Arrow Logic

A more compact testing site for the above general considerations may be found in the 'Arrow Logic' which is so prominent in this volume. Here are a few illustrations of the above general themes at work in this more limited domain. One guiding motivation in the arrow logic research programme has been to challenge another well-known 'complexity threshold' in logics of computation, namely that undecidability is inevitable once a full relational algebra of programming operations is allowed. For, how much of this undecidability is due to the essential complexity of computation, and how much is merely a by-product of the mathematics of ordered pairs that lies underneath standard modelling in this area? As it happens, the resulting theory nicely demonstrates the above general points (cf. Venema's introductory chapter in this volume). First, a new sort of individual objects has been put on the map, namely transitions or 'arrows', which occur in most computational intuitions, and which arguably should be first-class citizens in any analysis of computation. Moreover, we are forced to reflect on the essential structure among these arrows, such as their composition, conversion or possibly other modes of combination (including parallel constructions of 'sheafs of arrows'). At least in the simplest similarity type, here, various decidable core calculi have been discovered, which can do quite a bit of the basic combinatorics of program combination. In particular, these calculi support all Boolean operators on top of relational composition, without tripping over any purported undecidability threshold. On top of that, correspondence analysis reveals the additional semantic content of further programming principles, distinguishing between purely universal ones (whose totality might form the largest desirable 'core theory') and more demanding existence principles. Outcomes have not been totally routine here, in that, e.g., associativity of composition has been identified as a danger point (cf. Simon et al. 1993), whereas most people would consider the latter an entirely harmless domestic assumption. Finally, this is not an isolated piece of semantic engineering, because relational transitions underly such a vast range of computational processes. Thus, arrow-style analysis is appropriate for relational algebra and propositional dynamic logic, but also for logics of belief revision or general process algebras. Indeed, the whole theory of labeled transition systems in computer science (cf. Stirling 1990, van Benthem & Bergstra 1993, van Benthem, van Eyck & Stebletsova 1993) is probably better viewed as a theory of states and arrows, with appropriate notions of two-sorted bisimulation for process equivalences. (One might even consider the introduction of computation 'paths' or 'branches' as a third kind of independent semantic object, thereby reflecting an earlier strand in our discussion.) Finally, there is no reason for staying inside the realm of
computation, once our general points about modeling have been adopted. For instance, concrete geometrical arrows also reflect human thinking about their preferences, both scientific and domestic, and thus switching to arrow semantics might also throw some new light on preference logic (cf. the first exploration made in van Benthem, van Eyck & Frolová 1993) and more generally, on various theories of individual and collective choice in the social sciences.

V General Issues

This paper has raised some general issues concerning semantic modelling, with a special interest in the locus of complexity. We have recommended a systematic search for alternative logical modelings, with the search for 'minimal complexity of wrappings' as a moving force toward new conceptual schemes. Moreover, we have noted some general features and benefits of this enterprise, as well as some of its philosophical repercussions. All this has by no means exhausted the topic of logical complexity. For instance, other important technical approaches exist in our field to high-lighting 'core content'. Among these, one may mention the use of 'oracles' supplying extraneous information to be bracketed out – as happens in Ccok-style completeness theorems in programming semantics (Cook 1978) and in various parts of Complexity Theory (Buhrmann 1993). Such strategies remain to be compared with the present proposals. Another well-known way of coping with complexity is that of the 'moderate drinker': 'ingest only small amounts'. For instance, second-order complexity might be avoided by using only small fragments of the full second-order language, and the same holds for first-order logic. (By contrast, we have advocated retaining the full language as the expressive medium, while lowering the over-all complexity of its logic.) Finally, there are various statistical approaches to average-case complexity of logical reasoning that takes the sharpest edges off the usual worst-case problems. In this division of labour, the statistician takes care of the harsh realities of life, so that the logical theorist can live at peace. What these alternative strategies have in common is that they do not require rebuilding basic logical frameworks, but rather offer ways of accommodating ourselves to their complexity. Perhaps, then, our own proposals here have been unduly principled and calvinistic. Indeed, they might also run against the no-nonsense spirit of our times. In particular, they seem to clash with a recent trend in logical modelling which aims at replacing language-oriented semantic analysis by what is called 'direct mathematics'. The latter is illustrated by current developments in the Dutch branch of Process Algebra (cf. the program outlined in Baeten 1992), but also by earlier 'set-theoretical' programs in the Philosophy of Science (Suppes 1960, Sneed 1971), whose
proponents want to minimize encounters with the common syntactic idiosyncracies of logical formalisms when describing their phenomena of interest. There are certainly good practical reasons for exploring such a line of investigation. Nevertheless, on the view of this paper, its guiding slogan may also be slightly misleading. 'Direct mathematics' with its seemingly innocent emphasis on concrete 'standard mathematical tools' carries many pre-wired decisions as to complexity, whereas our advice has been to take nothing for granted.

In all, this short essay has a very modest aim. We would be happy if our points were to contribute to a sustained probing discussion of received views in semantic modelling.
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